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The 1993 RM250 and the RMf2s-two ma-
chines built for champions. The Suzuki RM-
VS factory motocrossers \rere the domi-
nant force in the 1991 Motocross Vorld Cham-
pionship. In the L25cc class, Stephan Everts
was the champion rider on his RM125VS. And
Suzuki won the manufacturer's championship
in both the 250cc and the l25cc classes. The
exciting development work for production
motocrossers undertaken along with that for
the championship-winning factory machines
is now ready for you, embodied in the 1993

RM250 and the 1993 RM125.
The 1993 RM125 features further upgrades on
top of the overwhelming performance advant-
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ages the previous model already had over its
rivals. The result is a racing capability nearly
on a par with that of the f992 RM125WS, the
championship machine. The 1993 RM250 fea-
tures major engine and chassis upgrades that
add up to the first full model change in five
years and a greatly increased performance
advantage. The advantages of the 1993 RM250
and RM125 are Suzuki's experience and know-
how, which have hauled in an unprecedented
24 titles in the Motocross 

'World 
Champion-

ship-advantages fully maintained through
rapid feedback from the newest championship-
winning motocross technology. Ride ahead
of the pack on the 1993 RM250 or RM125!
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The evolution of the RM250 and RM125 power plants
is always pursued with a precise understanding of exactly what

combination of power output characteristics provides the advantages

in real-world race conditions. That's why both the 1993 RM250 power plant,
with a full model change reflecting the factory machine's performance,

and the f993 RMI25 power plant, further upgraded to increase

its advantage over its rivals, have the right polYer output
characteristics to put you ahead and keep you ahead.
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Powering the 1993 RM250 and RM125

are the newest versions of Suzuki's

proven 2-stroke, water-cooled, single-

cylinder, crankcase reed-valve induc-

tion-format engines. The greatest ad-

vantages of reed-valve induction directly

into the crankcase are low intake resist-

ance and ease of achieving optimum use

of inertial flow of the intake-advan-
tages the RM power plant design maxi-

mizes t0 deliver what motocross per-

formance demands: higher torque and

power throughout the rpm range The

RM power plants also take advantage

of the case-reed induction format's

absence of intake port and its lower

stress 0n the piston skift section, which

allow precise shaping of the piston for
lighter weight and thus still higher per-

formance.
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Suzuki's innovative AETC (Automatic

Exhaust Timing Control) system varies

exhaust timing to match engine rpm by

a valve directly behind the exhaust port

that blocks the port's top at low rpm to
delay the exhaust port timing, thereby
heightening the charging efficiency by

preventing the intake mixture from flow-
ing out of the cylinder, then receding at

higher rpm to keep exhaust efficiency
high by maintaining a smooth exhaust

flow. The Suzuki AETC system's hall-

mark is the absence of "dead areas"

that can undermine flow in the exhaust
passage when the exhaust valve re-

cedes at high rpm, resulting in an ut-
most smoothness of exhaust flow. The
proven efficiency of the AETC system

not only contributes to higher power and

torque, but also helps produce engine
power characteristics that combine

sharp-rewing, tractable power, instan-

taneous response to throttle, and superb

rear-wheel traction c0ntrollability.
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The 1993 RM250 engine features exten-

sive redesign-a total upgrade. The ex-

haust port is reshaped for a smoother fit

with the exhaust valve, providing more

efficient exhaust flow at high rpm. The

inner wall of the crankcase has a larger

radius, which increases primary conn-

pression of the intake mixture. That,

matched with modified scavenging port
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timing, delivers better throttle response

and more mid-range power. Extensive
improvements on the intake system,
including the airbox, carburetor and

" reed valve deliver improved power out-
put characteristics with emphasis on

tractability while maintaining high power.

The reed valve is redesigned with a

sharper, narrower angle for easier

swirling 0f intake mixture. The connect-
ing section between intake pipe and

carburetor is shaped more smoothly.

The newly chosen carburetor is the
Keihin PJ38. The airbox is a newly de-

signed open-air type. The result of such
extensive improvements in both intake

and exhaust systems: improved con-

trollability of power output, better re-

sponsiveness, more power in the mid-

ranges, and easier rear-wheel traction
control. ln other words, the right power

output characteristics for achieving the
right combination of traction and power

on the racetrack surface.

The 1993 RM126 engine. Refined with
direct inheritance of champion.
machine potential

The 1993 RM125 embodies further im-
provements throughout to maintain its
status as an overuhelmingly high-power
machine in its class, including refine-
ments in its champion-machine-bred
engine. First of all, an aluminum balance
weight is added to the crankshaft to
increase primary compression. And
Suzuki's original side-port design is

newly used on both sides of the exhaust
port t0 improve power output charac-
teristics. The two main scavenging
ports and the third scavenging port
are widened, Together with modified ex-
haust valve timing, this change provides

better mid- and high-rpm performance.

Modifications of the piston, including
enlarged oil hole, make it both lighter-
weight and stronger. The intake system
features the new, larger-bore Mikuni
NTM36 carburetor which, combined
with the new open-airtype airbox shared
with the RM250, contributes to upgraded
power output characteristics and more
tractable power. These refinements, put

in place after close review of the pre-

vious model, are aimed squarely at
maintaining the 1993 RM125 in its posi-

tion as the top model in the 125cc class.

Newly-designed airbox: more
elliclent, less maintenance
Both the 1993 RM250 and RM125 are

equipped with an open air-type airbox

instead of the previous closed-box type.

The new airbox features greatly increas-

ed aircleaner volume and a large-dia-
meter air filter. Compared to the 1992

model, intake resistance is down by 20
percent, and the filter can be used for
approximately three times longer before
replacing, thus greatly reducing main-

tenance work at racetracks. The bene-

fits also include better dust resistance,

better engine power output, and higher

resistance to water and mud.

Radlaturs lor more stable power

output; cooling waler routing that
redure$ efi 0ine r/ibrstion
Both the '1993 RM250 and RM125 fea-

ture radiators with a new core design,
resulting in higher radiating capacity,

better cooling performance and more

stable power output. 0n the 1993 RM250

the water hose connecting the radiators
with the cylinder head is a jointless one-
piece type containing carbon fiber-the
hose already well-proven on the RM'125

for reducing maintenance and increas-

ing durability. The RM250 also has a

modified cooling-water exit that allows

the engine mounting position to be

moved to the reanrvard side of the cyl-
inder, thus reducing engine vibration.

New engine uolor lor upgraded
engines; large"capacity clutch lor
stable aclion in the heat ol battle
The engines on both the 1993 RM250

and RM'125 are of a magnesium-gray
color like that of the Suzuki factory ma-
chines-a visual reminder to racetrack

rivals of these engines' heightened po-

tential and factory-racer breeding. The

clutches of both the RM250 and RM125

are large-capacity types designed to
deliver constantly stable clutching in the
heat of battle. Both clutches provide

smooth, light activation and clear feed-

back to the rider.

RIrl250 Keihin PJ38 carbulelor designed airbox Radiator



for greater resistance to heat. Piston

diameter in the compression damping
adjuster section is sized-up from 20 to
25 mm, improving damping charac-

teristics and providing 0ptimum stability
of performance against heat. The dam-

per section has modified valve specifi-

cations for improved damping charac-

teristics and better resistance to heat.

The bump-rubber shape is changed to a

stepped form for better shock absorp-

tion. Attachment bolts for the lever rear

cushion and cushion rod are enlarged

from 15 to 16mm diameter for higher

strength and rigidity. The lever rear cu-

shion section shape is modified to make

it more compact and lightweight. The

chain guide section is fixed at three
points for more strength and rigidity.

With these refinements and modifica-
tions, the 324mm-wheel stroke rear sus-
pension on the 1993 RM250 and RM125

features an overall increase of strength

and rigidity, lighter weight and improved

damping characteristics. lts high poten-

tial nearly matches that of the race-

winning Suzuki factory machine.

Brakes upgraded lor lurther
advantages in the heat ol battle
The brakes are upgraded to match the

upgraded 1993 engine, frame and sus-
pensions. The large 250mm-diameter
front disc brake with 2-piston caliper

has a revised version of the metallic-
type pad that improves braking power,

brake feel and feedback, and gives the

rider more precise control of brake
power. The diameter of the rear 220mm
disc brake's caliper piston is increased

trom 27 to 30 mm, which increases the

stability of brake power against heat

while maintaining a high level of brake

controllability and brake power.

Fresh-look body design brings you in
cloeer touch with the movement ol
your machlne
The 1992 RM250 and RM125's dynamic

new styling, highlighted by the smooth
connection of the radiator cover with
the seat, offers both a fresh, purposeful

look and higher racetrack efficiency.

Flush-surface design is further applied

for even easier rider weight shifts. The

radiator cover now extends reanruard

and meets the seat, presenting an un-

broken flush surface over the fuel tank.

The resin fuel tank, now more compact,
holds 7.5 liters. 0n both the RM250 and

the RM125 the rider's hips are moved

forward by 30mm. Sitting more to the

front of the bike, the rider can put

weight on the front wheel more easily

when cornering. The frame cover is

reshaped to be flatter where it connects

the rider's boots. The rear fender is

redesigned by adding a section shaped

to provide a hand grip, making it easier

to transport the bike. Purposeful as well

as efficient, the striking figure of the new

RM250 and RM125, clad in Suzuki's

traditional yellow body color, should

make their presence felt at racetracks

around the world.

Olher 1993 upgrades and advanlages
oThe lightweight front disc cover pre-

vents the disc rotor from directly hit-

ting obstacles and improves the dura-

bility of the brake pad.

oAn inner-guide type front-fork protec-

tor, extending well over the front-fork
stanchion tube, is standard equipment

on the '1993 RM250 and RM125.
oCopper-type sintered-metal material

utilized for the rear brake-pedal sup-
port point helps prevent friction of the

bushing, thus heightening durability.
oThe front wheel spokes have a new

shape, featuring a slimmer midsection

for lighter weight while maintaining

ample strength.
o lmproved rear-wheel bead stopper

keeps the tire in place even more se-

curely.
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The 1993 RM250 chassis features
a newly designed frame with larger-size box-section

tubing that's been proven on the championship-winning factory machine,
along with detailed suspension refinements. The 1993 RMf25 chassis features

numerous frame and suspension refinements that reflect racetrack
know-how gained from the RMf2SWS factory machine.*t 
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Newly designed box-tubing
semidouble cmdle lrame for the
RM250: lightwelghl and highly rigid
The newly-designed 1993 RM250 frame
achieves still higher rigidity and lighter
weight. The frame retains the proven

semidouble cradle format and is made
primarily of chrome molybdenum steel.

The main loop section, designed to be

as compact as possible, is comprised of
large-size frame components made of
1.4mm-thick box-section tubing that
was proven on the RM125. The side

tubes are reduced in size for lighter
weight. The 1993 RM250 frame is

lighter than the 1992 frame, yet its
torsional rigidity is increased by an

impressive 35 percent. This means less

flexing in landings after jumps, and it
helps riders maintain their chosen cor-

nering line with more precision.The

1993 RM125 frame is largely unchanged
from the 1992 frame, but has the same
lighter-weight designs for the rear sec-
tion-the seat rails and rear side tube-
as does the 1993 RM250.

Stanchion-tube lront lork with

improved damping characteristics and
lighter weight
Both the 1993 RM250 and RM125 have

a 45mm-diameter stanchion-tube in-
verted front fork with 310mm wheel-
stroke. The stanchion-tube wall thick-
ness is reduced from '1.7 mm to 1.6 mm
to provide a slightly sofier, more linear
feel to the rider on the racetrack sur-
face. And the thinner wall weighs less,
greatly reducing the unsprung weight.
Eighteen-stage adjustment for both re-
bound and compression damping pro-

vides a wide-ranging choice of fork
settings to suit each rider under diverse
conditions. The dampers feature modifi-
cations in the oil routing and a revised

oil-lock configuration to reduce shock
when the fork bottoms out. Each of the
new fork's two damper assemblies is
lighter than the previous version by
150 grams. With these refinements, the
1993 RM250 and RM125 invefted front
lorks provide the right kind of fork
response under all racetrack conditions.
Link"type rear suspension with better
damping charactefi stics, greater

resistance to heal, and lighter weighl

Suzuki's exclusive link-type rear suspen-
sion is a well-proven system for deliver-
ing optimum progressive response. The

1993 version brings numerous refine-
ments. The cushion unit contains dam-
per oil upgraded with better additives

lnverted lront lorksBM2S0lrame



The RMB0 has high-level race-readiness,
benefitting from various engine and chassis designs

well-proven on the RM250 and RMf25. Starting with the 1993 model,
the RMBO shares Suzuki's traditional yellow body color and graphics with

its larger-class brothers. Future champs, enter the exeiting world of
motocross racing on the yellow I99J RMB0!
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materials carefully chosen for opti-

, rnum stopping Bower, The rear 184mm
disc brake is equipped sintered-
metal pads. The brakes de strong
braking power and feedback well-
matched to racing conditions' 
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The 1993 RMX250R features lots of exciting upgrades that
provide solid advantages and keep the competition trailing in all

enduro events you choose to enter. The power plant is furtherimproved
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with the latest developments on the RM250 motocrosser andprcciscly caters
to the demands of enduro courses. On the chassis are frame designs

proven on championship-winning factory motocross racebikes and
further refined suspensions. With such upgrades, topped off with

dynamic and functional new styling, the 1993 RMX250R is ready

to make you first through the deserts and first through the woods.



The 1993 RMX250R delivers on enduro eompetition courses
the full advantage of exciting developments shared with the new RM250

motocrosser. The new box-sction tubing frame has 30 percent higher rigidity.
The fresh new 1993 flush-surface styling has radiator covers that fully cover

the fuel tank and extend to the seat. The suspensions feature longer wheelstroke
front and rear. 'fhe power plant's highly-acclaimed power output is further

upgraded with refinements in the cylinder port shape. The Keihin PJ3B
carburetor is newly equipped to enhance the engine's superb blend
of responsiveness and controllability. In short, the 1993 RMX250R
is packed more than ever with enduro contest-winning potential.
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The well-proven two-stroke, water-
cooled, single-cylinder crankcase reed-
valve induction engine, highly acclaimed
for delivering high power and tractable
output, has been further refined on

the 1993 RMX250R with modifications
of the exhaust port and combustion
chamber shapes, and improved reed

valve shared with the RM250. Such
changes, combined with the newly-
installed Keihin PJ38 carburetor, en-

hance the torque, responsiveness,
tractability and high overall performance

of the 1993 RMX250R, that it now
nearly matches that of the RM250,
bringing further advantages under all

enduro course conditions.
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The RMX250R engine is designed to
match enduro demands closely. Com-

transmission carries over the wide-gear
ratio setting 0n the 1992 model, which
was proven as best-suited 0n enduro
runs. The RMX250R is fitted with
Suzuki's exclusive Automatic Exhaust
Timing Control (AETC) ll, which adjusts
exhaust timing in three stages (High,

Mid and Low). The higher "High" and

lower "Low" setting of AETC ll com-
bine with the "Mid" setting for a stron-
ger middle rpm range. The settings
are tailored for advantage on enduro
courses. The radiator is a large 12,600-
Kcal/h type for added cooling capacity
over long enduro events. The clutch has

a separate cover which can be more
easily removed for maintenance. Such
refinement and modifications down to
details heighten the enduro-readiness
of the RMX250R power plant.
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The 1993 RMX250R frame, shared with
the full-model-changed 1993 RM250,
provides greatly heightened strength

and rigidity. Utilizing box-section tubing

of large cross section for the main frame

sections and body tube, the new frame
is 30 o/o more rigid than the 1992
model, without increased weight. The

semidouble cradle format was chosen
as optimally suited for off-r0ad runs.
The main loop section is made of
chrome molybdenum steel. The frame
has high rigidity and the right amount
of firmness and is lightweight, enhanc-
ing quick-paced rides over high-speed

pared to the RM250 power plant, the
RMX250R engine, with its increased
crankshaft inertia, emphasizes tract-
ability in the low ranges. The S-speed

RMX250R engine Keihin PJ38 calburetol



course sections, rough spots, and jump-

landings.

Enduro-proven fronl and rear
suspmmsions designed for the right
anauunt of firmness

The RMX250R's front and rear suspen-

sions are products of extensive feed-

back from many successlul enduro runs.

0n the front is a 45 mm-stanchion-tube
diameter inverted fork with a 310mm
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wheelstroke. And on the rear, Suzuki's

exclusive linktype suspension with a

324mm wheelstroke. The suspensions

benefit from extensive feedback from
enduro riders in delivering the right
amount of firmness, optimum initial

response to track-surface impact and

positive reaction under conditions in

which the suspension bottom out. The

suspensions benefit greatly from the

new frame's higher rigidity. Runs over

rougher spots and jump-landings can

be executed with higher precision to
the rider's intended line of travel-an
advantage that will be welcomed by

all riders. The front fork provides 18

compression and 18 rebound damping

adjustment settings, while the rear

suspension has 21 compression and 21

rebound damping adjustment settings-
together providing a wide range of ad-
justments to suit each riding course.

The aluminum swingarm has a snail

cam chain adjustment system with im-
proved rear axle plate screw for greater

smoothness in tire replacement-an
example of enduro feedback down to
details to maintain high standards of

maintenance ease and durability for the
1993 RMX250R.

Functional new styling shared with
the '!993 RMs

The 1993 RMX250R's fresh new body

design, featuring radiator covers extend-

ing to the seat, provides greatly en-

hanced flush-surface effect enabling
easier rider weight shifts. The resin fuel

tank has a large 11-liter capacity, suit-
able for long enduro events. The seat

design, sharing that of the 1993 RM250,

is shaped to enable smooth rider weight
shifts, especially when shifting weight
on the front wheel. The RMX250R seat,
however, has a softer seat cushion

material, more suitable for the longer

distances to be run on an enduro bike.

For 1993 the shapes of side covers and

rear fender have also been modified,

enhancing the RMX250R's purposeful

styling. Standard equipment includes

knuckle guards to help protect the

rider's hands, front and rear brake disc

covers and front-fork protector to help

protect those components from damage

when hitting obstacles.

Other enduro-matched designs
.The waterpump impeller is driven

through a coupler off the crankshaft
instead of being part of the crank-

shaft, reducing waterpump seal wear.
oThe sidestand is bolted to the swing-

arm so that there is less chance of it
hitting the ground-an advantage on

the rougher courses.
.Large 55W headlight illuminates your

way at night and also functions as a
powerful spotlight.

oThe rear wheels are 18-inch, chosen

as an optimum match for enduro runs

since it reduces the chance to rear-tire

damage.
oThe standard-equipment frame-mount-

ed engine guard helps protect the

crankcase from damage caused by

rocks and obstacles.
o0-ring-sealed chain delivers greater

durability and requires less frequent
chain adjustments.

oThe sleek, functional new body design

is hiqhlighted by fresh new graphics

and yellow body color-the traditional

Suzuki off -roaders' color,

Link-type rear suspension Fronl disc btake Rear disc brake Smooth body wolk
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Rm250

835mm (32 I in ) 735mm (28 9 in ) 885mm (34 I in )

2-stroke, watercooled with AETC
2-stroke. watetrcooled

with AETC ll

1.245mm (49 0 in )

I,465 mm (57 7 in ) I,435mm (56 5 in ) 1,240mm (48 8 in )

325mm (12I in )360mm (14 2 in ) 350mm (13 I in )

960mm (37 I in ) 840mm (33 1 in ) 945mm (37 2 in )

475mm (465mm) 94 0 kq (207 rbs ) 64 okg (141 lbs ) 105k0 (231 5 lbs )

lnverted telescopic, pneumatic/coil spring, compressi0n
and rebound dampinq 18-wav adiustable

lnverted telescopic,
pneumatici coil spring,

compression and rebound
damping 18 way adjustabie

27 5psh2,250nn
(27 0ps/12,000rpm)

4 74ka.m/7,500rpm
'1 70kg.m/10,500rpm

( 1 65kg.m/10 500rpm)
4 81 kg. m/7,000 rpm

Link-type, spring prel0ad fully adjustable
compressi0n and reb0und dampinq 21 -wav adiustable

Link-type, spring preload

fully adjustable, rebound
dampinq fully and compress on

damping force adjustable

Link{ype, spring preload

f ully adjustable, compression
and rebound damping

21 -way adjustable935:1 (938:1)

Fuel/oil premixture of 32:1 Fuel/oil premixture of 32:1

2.165mm (85 2 in) 2,130mm (83 I in ) 1,805mm (71 1 in ) 751(20qal) 451(12sal) 111 (3 0 qal )

Rmt25

. All aclion photography shou,s professional rider on designaled closed circuit,

'SUZUKI lV0T0R C0RP0RATI0N reserves the right to change, \!ithout notice, equipment, specili

cations, colors, rnateria s and other items to apply to local cond tions Each m0del might be

discontinued w thout notrce Pease inqu re at your 0cal dealer 10r detai s of any such changes

Actual body colors might differ s ightly lrom the colors in this brochure

. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clolhing

. Read your owner's manual carefully . Enloy riding safely
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